Welcome

Hello! I’m Rachel, the owner and photographer at Savor Photography. I’m so excited that you’re on your way towards commissioning legacy portraits for your family.

Founded in 2008, Savor Photography is an on-location studio located in Southwest Florida that captures classic and timeless photographs of your family.

As the mother of four, I fully understand the precious value of photographs. Time flies and before you know it, your baby is walking, the adorable gap from missing teeth fills in, and coloring books are all too quickly are replaced with study guides and college applications.

When you book a portrait session with Savor Photography, you’re making an investment in the future. The photographs you receive will be a timeless treasure for you and an invaluable keepsake for your children and generations to come.

Whatever season of life you’re in, it’s time to Savor. Let’s get started!

Rachel
THE EXPERIENCE

Savor Photography is a luxury portrait experience that embraces a natural approach to photography. Surrounded with white sand and pastel sunsets, we will work with your family to create moments in time you will treasure forever. With over ten years of experience photographing families on Florida’s paradise coast, you will be in expert hands to guide you through your portrait session.

We believe that photography should be relaxed and feel natural. While we will work with you to plan all of the details for your session, having your pictures taken is more than just the perfect outfits and children smiling angelically. Your children are only this age once. And sometimes that means they won’t stand still and smile. And that’s okay! We’ll let them have fun, play, and be themselves. That makes for great photographs! So if you’re looking for a photographer you can trust to bring out the best in your family, you’ve come to the right place.

Following the session, your proofs will be presented to you in person, giving you the chance to see our top of the line product offerings in person and having your selections taken care of before you go home. With an expert to guide you in selecting your legacy products, your portraits will have life beyond a hard drive and you’ll be enjoying your photos on your wall within weeks of your session, bringing the Florida sunshine and memories home with you no matter where you live.

LET'S CONNECT

facebook: /savorphotography
pinterest: /racheldurik

“TAKING AN IMAGE, FREEZING A MOMENT, REVEALS HOW RICH REALITY TRULY IS.”

— ANONYMOUS
COMMISSIONS

Savor Photography is available for Legacy Portrait commissions in the Southwest Florida area and specializes in beach portraiture.

DETAILS

Legacy Portrait sessions are 45 minutes in length and are suitable for families, children, couples, or individuals.

Sessions are held 45 minutes before sunset at beach locations.

Portrait sessions will produce about 50 proofs from which you can place your order. Proofs will be presented to you at your home or hotel 3-5 days after your session, during which time orders can be made.

The legacy portrait commission price is $290. This price includes the creation of your portraits only; albums and fine art prints will be available to purchase following the session at your portrait reveal. Digital images are available for purchase with a legacy product order.

All fine art prints and album prints will be fully edited to achieve Savor Photography’s signature style.

Wall art design services are complimentary. By sharing photos of your space before the session, wall art display ideas are presented to you at your image reveal.

I cannot thank you enough for these gorgeous photos! I absolutely love them, and truly appreciate you getting them to me so quickly. They made me tear up as they are so precious.

-CASSIE
“WE DREAM IN COLORS BORROWED FROM THE SEA.”

- Unknown
Leather Albums

Ten inch leather albums are 20/30 sides with your choice of premium Italian leather or suede covers and extra thick luxurious pages.

20 images: 1900
40 images: 2900

Wall Displays

Wall art begins at 900. Prices vary by finish and size.

Available Finishes:
Premium Archival Velvet Cotton
Premium Canvas
Metal
Acrylic

Legacy Boxes

20 images with corresponding digital images: 2700
30 images with corresponding digital images: 3400

Digital Images

A Legacy Product must be purchased to gain access to digital files.

All Digital Images: $2000
20 Digital Images: $1500

All orders subject to 7% tax.
Rachel was so great, patient, and charming. She was the right choice for our destination family pictures!

-Tia
FAQ

Q: What sets you apart from other photographers?

A: With over ten years of experience in SWFL, I know how to pose and guide clients and work with children to make them feel relaxed while looking their very best. With my signature editing style, you'll see the Florida beaches at their finest with dreamy pastel skies and golden white sand.

Q: Are the digital files included with the session?

A: Digital files are released for purchase with the purchase of a Legacy Product. Your portraits are created to live beyond a hard drive!

Q: Can I just order my prints online?

A: In order to help you make the best choices with your investment, proofs are revealed and orders are made in person in your home or hotel just days after your session. This stress-free and enjoyable process allows you to begin enjoying your art within weeks of your session!

Q: Will you help us decide what to wear?

A: Yes! Styling consultation is encouraged for the best look in your photos.

Q: Are the photos edited?

A: All proofs are adjusted for color, contrast, and exposure. All wall and album prints will be fully edited to achieve the Savor Photography signature beach look. Edits to remove blemishes and soften skin are complimentary and available upon request. More intricate edits, such as slimming, fixing hair are charged accordingly per image.

Q: Should I book towards the end of my vacation?

A: Portrait sessions should be scheduled at the beginning of your vacation. While it's tempting to want a few days of tanning before photos, this can sometimes lead to red faces, especially in children. This also allows for your portrait reveal session towards the end of your vacation.
Q: How do I book?

A: Booking can be completed online through completion of online booking documents. Dates are reserved once session fee retainer payment and the portrait agreement are received. Session fees are non-refundable as your requested date will no longer be open to other bookings. Dates remain open until payment and agreement are received.

Q: I think I might need a longer or shorter session. Do you offer different types of sessions?

A: After photographing family beach sessions for many years, I am confident in the amount of time needed. In the event of an extra large group, sessions may start slightly earlier.

Q: I would like to have our portrait session earlier in the day. Can you adjust the time?

A: All start times are based on the sunset time for the date of your session for the best look. Earlier start times will not produce the same look because of harsher light.

Q: Can I bring my dog?

A: Naples beaches do not permit dogs.

Q: Where should I have my session?

A: Sessions can be done at any SWFL location from Marco Island to Bonita Springs. My preferred beach is Miramar Beach, at 2700 Gulf Shore Blvd N., Naples.

Q: What about rain?

A: In the event of rain, sessions will be rescheduled at no charge. If rescheduling is not an option, session fees will be refunded. Weather cancellations must be made at least one hour before the session time.
“WHAT A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE! WE WERE A LARGE FAMILY OF 12, SOME OF WHICH WERE YOUNG CHILDREN AND RACHEL WAS SO ACCOMMODATING TO US AND VERY PATIENT WITH THE KIDS DURING OUR PHOTO SHOOT. HER CUSTOMER SERVICE IS TOP NOTCH!

-Colleen
IF YOU’RE READY TO MOVE FORWARD WITH YOUR PORTRAIT EXPERIENCE, I’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU. SAVE YOUR DATE TODAY!